
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.gr for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Fits your lifestyle and outdoor space
Want a bed for sunning on your balcony? A table for your next backyard party? 
Storage for garden tools and cushions? ÄPPLARÖ is a complete series with everything 
you need to customise your outdoor room, whether it’s a small balcony or a large 
yard. Low seating units, tables, chairs, stools, storage benches, wall panels and more. 
And with ÄPPLARÖ/KLASEN barbecue, trolley and storage cabinet, you can even cre-
ate an outdoor cooking area.

Durable material with natural feel
All products in the ÄPPLARÖ series are made of solid, sustainably sourced, dark hard-
wood acacia, commonly used in outdoor furniture because of its durability. All pieces 
come pre-treated with several layers of wood stain so they will stay fresh and new-
looking longer before any maintenance is needed. 

Buying guide

ÄPPLARÖ
Outdoor Living Furniture Series

Interest-free installments

with all credit cards.

Up to

36
interest-free installments

for purchase more than

500€

Up to

24
interest-free installments

for purchase more than

300€

Up to

12
interest-free installments

for purchase more than

100€

The program does not apply for credit cards issued abroad.

Instant Loan
New payment plan without a card

6 to 48 monthly installments
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Dining combinations

Room for two to four. It’s easy to make space for extra dinner 
guests with a gateleg table and foldaway chairs.

This combination brown stained 219€ (993.254.58)

Shopping list:
ÄPPLARÖ gate leg table 34/83/131×70 cm, brown stained 1 pc

ÄPPLARÖ chair, foldable, brown stained 4 pcs

Dinner for two. A compact foldaway table and chairs can 
quickly change your outdoor space into a small dining area. 
Using hooks and shelves you can smartly display your herbs 
and cooking utensils on the wall panel.

This combination brown stained 159€ (892.911.52)

Shopping list:
ÄPPLARÖ gate leg table for wall brown stained 1 pc
ÄPPLARÖ wall panel, brown stained 1 pc
ÄPPLARÖ shelf for wall panel, brown stained 1 pc
ÄPPLARÖ chair, foldable, brown stained 2 pcs

Space savers. The two folding drop leaves of this table save 
space when not in use and open up to create a table that’s the 
size you need. The hole in the middle of the table top keeps 
your parasol in place.

This combination brown stained 345€ (590.483.97)

Shopping list:
ÄPPLARÖ drop-leaf table 140/200/260×78 cm brown stained 1 pc
ÄPPLARÖ reclining chair, foldable, brown stained 4 pcs
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Lounging sofa combinations

One, two or three? Made of three seating units, this sofa has 
room just for your afternoon nap and space for a couple others 
to sit with you when it’s time to socialise.
Overall size: W223×D80×H73 cm.
This combination with 
HÅLLÖ black cushions 343€ (890.540.42)
This combination with 
KUDDARNA beige cushions 313€ (193.037.47)
This combination with 
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN dark grey cushions 408€ (892.608.48)

Shopping list:
ÄPPLARÖ corner section brown stained 2 pcs

ÄPPLARÖ one-seat section brown stained 1 pc

HÅLLÖ seat cushion 62×62 cm, KUDDARNA seat cushion 62×62 cm, 
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 3 pcs

HÅLLÖ back cushion 62×42 cm, KUDDARNA back cushion 62×44 cm, 
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62×44 cm 5 pcs

Cosy corner. This low seating arrangement maximises outdoor 
space with plenty of comfortable seating for reading a book or 
lazing around. Overall size: D80×H73 cm.  
Width: right 223 cm, left 143 cm.
This combination with 
KUDDARNA beige cushions 398€ (193.038.27)
This combination with 
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN dark grey cushions 518€ (992.621.68)

Shopping list:
ÄPPLARÖ corner section brown stained 2 pcs
ÄPPLARÖ one-seat section brown stained 2 pcs
KUDDARNA seat cushion 62×62 cm,
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 4 pcs
KUDDARNA back cushion 62×44 cm, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 
62×44 cm 6 pcs

Simple sofa. Creating an outdoor sofa couldn’t be easier.
Overall size: W160×D80×H73 cm.
This combination with 
KUDDARNA beige cushions 228€ (593.037.12)
This combination with 
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN dark grey cushions 298€ (092.600.55)

Shopping list:
ÄPPLARÖ corner section brown stained 2 pc

KUDDARNA seat cushion 62×62 cm,  
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm or 2 pcs
KUDDARNA back cushion 62×44 cm, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 
62×44 cm 4 pcs

Long legs? If sofas are a bit short for you, build one that fits 
your long legs. Overall size: D80×H73 cm.  
Width: right 223 cm, left 143 cm.
This combination with 
HÅLLÖ black cushions 417€ (990.547.44)
This combination with 
KUDDARNA beige cushions 377€ (593.037.69)
This combination with 
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN dark grey cushions 487€ (792.620.32)

Shopping list:
ÄPPLARÖ corner section brown stained 2 pcs
ÄPPLARÖ one-seat section brown stained 1 pc
ÄPPLARÖ table/stool 63×63 cm brown stained 1 pc
HÅLLÖ seat cushion 62×62 cm, KUDDARNA seat cushion 62×62 cm,
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 4 pcs
HÅLLÖ back cushion 62×42 cm, KUDDARNA back cushion 62×44 cm, 
FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62×44 cm 5 pcs
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You can combine ÄPPLARÖ sections into a modular sofa that 
perfectly suits your needs. If you want to make a different com-
bination at a later time or expand, it’s easy to disconnect the 

sections and reconfigure them in a whole new way.

How to build
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All parts and prices

Dining
ÄPPLARÖ gateleg table for wall. Seats 1-2 persons. 
80×59 cm, height 72 cm. May be combined with ÄPPLARÖ 
wall panel or mounted directly on the balcony wall.
Brown stained 802.917.31 40€

ÄPPLARÖ gateleg table. Seats 2-4 persons. 
34/83/131×70 cm, height 72 cm.
Brown stained 502.085.35 79€

ÄPPLARÖ drop-leaf table. Seats 4-8 persons. 
140/200/260×78 cm, height 72 cm. The hole in the middle of 
the table top keeps your parasol in place.

Brown stained 402.085.31 149€

ÄPPLARÖ table. Seats 4-8 persons. 140×140 cm, height 
72 cm. The hole in the middle of the table top keeps your 
parasol in place.
Brown stained 704.197.87 129€

ÄPPLARÖ chair with armrests. Seat: W49×D49×H41 cm.

Brown stained 202.085.27 60€

ÄPPPLARÖ bench with backrest. 117×65 cm, height 80 cm.

Brown stained 802.085.29 79.99€

ÄPPLARÖ reclining chair, foldable. Seat: W44×D48×H41 cm.

Brown stained 702.085.39 49€

ÄPPPLARÖ chair, foldable. Seat: W38×D37×H44 cm.

Brown stained 404.131.31 35€

ÄPPLARÖ bench. 114×41 cm, height 44 cm.

Brown stained 102.051.81 69.99€

ÄPPPLARÖ stool, foldable. 40×38 cm, height 42 cm.

Brown stained 202.049.25 19.99€

Lounging & relaxing
ÄPPLARÖ one-seat section. Seat: W63×D63×H28 cm.

Brown stained 602.051.88 60€

ÄPPLARÖ corner section. Seat: W63×D63×H28 cm.

Brown stained 502.051.79 79€

ÄPPLARÖ armchair. Seat: W63×D63×H28 cm.

Brown stained 604.690.56 99€

ÄPPLARÖ table/stool section.  63×63 cm, height 28 cm.

Brown stained 802.134.46 49€

ÄPPLARÖ coffee table. 90×55 cm, height 45 cm. 

Brown stained 904.246.03 69€

 

ÄPPLARÖ sun lounger. 199×71 cm, height 33 cm.

Brown stained 902.085.43 99€



All parts and prices 
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Dining cushions
BRÄMÖN chair pad. Ø35 cm. Thickness 1 cm.

Grey-beige 304.832.09 1.49€
Light turquoise 804.921.74 1.49€

HÅLLÖ chair cushion. 50×50 cm. Thickness 6 cm.

Black 402.644.85 15€
Beige 502.616.79 15€

HÅLLÖ seat/back cushion. 116×47 cm, seat depth 48 cm, 
back height 68 cm. Thickness 6 cm.
Black 702.644.60 25€
Beige 602.616.93 25€

KUDDARNA chair cushion. 36×32 cm. Thickness 6 cm.

Beige 204.110.67 5€
Grey 104.110.82 5€

KUDDARNA chair cushion. 50×50 cm. Thickness 7 cm.

Beige 904.179.09 10€
Grey 804.179.19 10€

KUDDARNA seat/back cushion. 116×45 cm, seat depth 
42 cm, back height 72 cm. Thickness 7 cm.
Beige 204.111.28 20€

Grey 104.111.43 20€

FRÖSÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN 
inner cushions, so it’s easier to change the look and give the 
cover a wash.

FRÖSÖN cover for chair cushion. Ø35 cm. To be completed 
with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion diam. 
35 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 303.917.09 4€
Dark grey 803.917.16 4€
Dark beige-green 104.793.26 4€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion. Ø35 cm. 
Thickness 4 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN cover for 
chair cushion diam. 35 cm. Sold separately.

803.918.39 4€

FRÖSÖN cover for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion 
50×50 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 904.129.35 7€
Dark grey 504.129.42 7€
Dark beige-green 504.793.34 7€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. 
Thickness 5 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for chair cushion 50×50 cm. Sold separately.

604.178.97 10€

FRÖSÖN cover for seat/back cushion. 116×45 cm. To be 
completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushions for seat/back 
cushion. Sold separately.
Beige 592.531.23 15€
Dark grey 203.917.19 15€
Dark beige-green 604.793.43 15€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat/back cushion. 
Thickness 5 cm. Comprises: 1 seat cushion (45×42 cm) and 
1 back cushion (45×71 cm). To be completed with FRÖSÖN 
cover for seat/back cushion 116×45 cm. Sold separately.

203.918.56 20€

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN 
inner cushions, so it’s easier to change the look and give the 
cover a wash.

JÄRPÖN cover for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 50×50 cm. Sold 
separately.
Anthracite 204.453.12 15€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. 
Thickness 5 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for chair cushion 50×50 cm. Sold separately.

604.178.97 10€
JÄRPÖN cover for seat/back cushion. 116×45 cm. To be 
completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat/back 
cushion 45×42/45×71 cm. Sold separately.
Anthracite 304.834.74 25€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat/back cushion. 
Thickness 5 cm. Comprises: 1 seat cushion (45×42 cm) and
1 back cushion (45×71 cm). 

203.918.56 20€

Dining  
chairs

BENÖ HÅLLÖ KUDDARNA
FRÖSÖN/ 

DUVHOLMEN
JÄRPÖN/ 

DUVHOLMEN

Chair with armrests — 50×50 cm 44×44 cm
50×50 cm

44×44 cm
50×50 cm

44×44 cm 
50×50 cm

Bench with backrest — 50×50 cm 44×44 cm
50×50 cm

44×44 cm
50×50 cm

44×44 cm 
50×50 cm

Reclining chair — 116×47 cm 116×45 cm 116×45 cm —

Chair, foldable Ø35 cm — 36×32 cm Ø35 cm —

Bar stool with backrest Ø35 cm — — Ø35 cm —

Bench Ø35 cm — — Ø35 cm —

Cushions

Dining cushions – how to choose



All parts and prices
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Lounging and relaxing cushions
HÅLLÖ seat cushion. 62×62 cm. Thickness 8 cm.

Beige 002.600.74 25€
Black 602.645.40 25€

HÅLLÖ back cushion. 62×42 cm. 

Beige 002.616.72 10€
Black 802.644.93 10€

HÅLLÖ sun lounger pad. 190×60 cm. Thickness 5 cm.

Black 302.645.65 40€
Beige 802.616.92 40€

KUDDARNA sun lounger cushions. 190×60 cm. Thickness 
7 cm.
Grey 504.808.32 29.99€

Beige 704.808.31 29.99€

KUDDARNA seat cushion. 62×62 cm. Thickness 8 cm. 

Beige 404.111.08 15€
Light blue 404.111.13 15€
Grey 304.111.23 15€

KUDDARNA back cushion. 62×44. Thickness 6 cm.

Beige 404.110.47 10€
Light blue 404.110.52 10€
Grey 304.110.62 10€

FRÖSÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN 
inner cushions, so it’s easier to change the look and give the 
cover a wash.

FRÖSÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion 
62×62 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 903.917.11 10€
Dark grey 403.917.18 10€
Dark beige-green 604.793.38 10€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for seat cushion 62×62 cm. Sold separately.

503.918.50 20€

FRÖSÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion 
62×44 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 703.917.12 8€
Dark grey 003.917.15 8€
Red 603.918.02 8€
Dark beige-green 004.793.22 8€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for back cushion 62×44 cm. Sold separately.

103.918.33 12€

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN 
inner cushions, so it’s easier to change the look and give the 
cover a wash.

JÄRPÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×62 cm. Sold 
separately.
Anthracite 004.453.27 20€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for seat cushion 62×62 cm. Sold separately.

503.918.50 20€

JÄRPÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×44 cm. Sold 
separately.
Anthracite 504.452.97 15€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for back cushion 62×44 cm. Sold separately.

103.918.33 12€

Lounging and relaxing cushions – how to choose
Lounging 
chairs

HÅLLÖ KUDDARNA
FRÖSÖN/ 

DUVHOLMEN
JÄRPÖN/ 

DUVHOLMEN

One-seat section Back 62×42 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Back 62×44 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Back 62×44 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Back 62×44 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Corner section Back 62×42 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Back 62×44 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Back 62×44 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Back 62×44 cm,  
seat 62×62 cm

Table/stool section Seat 62×62 cm Seat 62×62 cm Seat 62×62 cm Seat 62×62 cm

Sun lounger 190×60 cm — — —

Cushions
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Storing & organising
ÄPPLARÖ storage bench. 128×57 cm, height 55 cm. May 
be completed with TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions, see 
next page.
Brown stained 902.342.07 119€

ÄPPLARÖ storage bench. 80×41 cm, height 44 cm.

Brown stained 702.049.23 80€

ÄPPLARÖ wall panel. 80×158 cm. 6 hooks included.

Brown stained 802.049.27 39€

ÄPPLARÖ shelf for wall panel. 68×27 cm.

Brown stained 802.086.85 10€

All parts and prices

ÄPPLARÖ bench with wall panel + shelf. 
This combination brown stained 129€ (199.174.02)

Shopping list:
Storage bench 80×41 cm 1 pc
Wall panel 1 pc
Shelf for wall panel 2 pcs

Storage combinations



Protecting and caring for ÄPPLARÖ

TOSTERÖ waterproof furniture covers 

Covers for dining sets
TOSTERÖ cover for furniture set. 100×70 cm, height 90 cm. 
Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and 2 chairs.
Black 502.852.65 24.99€

TOSTERÖ cover for furniture set. 145×145 cm, height 
120 cm. Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and as many 
as 4 chairs.
Black 302.923.23 49.99€

TOSTERÖ cover for furniture set. 215×135 cm, height 
105 cm. Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and as many 
as 6 chairs.
Black 802.923.25 59.99€

Other covers
TOSTERÖ cover for sun lounger. 200×60 cm, height 40 cm.

Black 702.923.21 19.99€

The best way to extend the life of your wooden outdoor furni-
ture is by cleaning it regularly, not leaving it outdoors unpro-
tected more than necessary and to re-stain it on a regular basis.

Cleaning 
Wipe clean with a soft cloth dampened in water and a mild 
soapy solution. Wipe dry with a clean and dry cloth.

Maintenance
To prevent the surface from drying out and cracking and mois-
ture from penetrating into the wood we recommend you to re-
stain the furniture on a regular basis, for example once a year. 
How often you will need to do this will depend on how exposed 
the furniture is to the elements.
For furniture that stands in the open air, a good indication that 
you need to re-stain is if raindrops are absorbed directly into 
the wood and no longer form small beads on the surface.

 Storing
If possible, store your outdoor furniture in a cool and dry place 
indoors. If the furniture is left outdoors, make sure to protect it 
with a waterproof cover and if possible tilt the furniture to make 
it easier for any water to drain away. After a rain or snowfall, 
wipe off excess water or snow from flat surfaces. Allow air to 
circulate, to avoid condensation.
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Storage bags and storage box
TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions. 62×62 cm, height 
25 cm. Fits in SOLLERÖN sofa sections.
Black 604.098.21 19.99€

TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions. 116×49 cm, height 
35 cm. Fits in ÄPPLARÖ storage bench 128×57 cm.
Black 202.923.28 24.99€

TOSTERÖ storage box. 129×44 cm, height 79 cm.
Black 104.114.40 49€

VRENEN storage box, 156×71 cm, height 93 cm.

Light grey/grey 504.114.43 269€

VÅRDA wood stain
To add shine and protection but no colour we recommend 
colourless VÅRDA wood stain. To also refresh the colour we 
recommend VÅRDA wood stain brown semi-transparent. The 
coloured finish will become deeper and more opaque with each 
additional coat of wood stain you apply. 

VÅRDA wood stain, outdoor, 500 ml.

Colourless 203.331.02 8.99€
Brown semi-transparent 403.331.01 8.99€

FIXA paint brush set. 3-pack

702.900.82 3.49€
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